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Abstract
Background
There are >200 protein post-translational modification (PTMs) types described in eukaryotes,
having diverse species conservation levels, proteome coverage, number of high-throughput
experiments and functional roles. From a clinical perspective, a number of diseases have been
associated to deregulated PTM sites and missense rare variants are globally enriched in PTMs.
We hypothesize that some genetic diseases may be caused by the deregulation of particular
functions produced by the removal of a specific PTM type by genomic variants.
Results
We collected >320,000 human PTMs of 59 types and cross them with >4M missense DNA variants
annotated with pathogenic predictions and disease associations. We report >1.74M PTM-variant
concurrences in >16,500 proteins that an enrichment analysis distributed in 217 pairwise
significant associations between 18 PTM types and 150 genetic diseases. Around 23% of these
associations are already described in the literature, 34% have partial evidences based on single
variants, related diseases or regulatory evidences, and 43% are novel. Removal of acetylation
presents the highest effect, still low studied PTM types like S-glutathionylation or S-nitrosylation
show relevance. A network of PTM types and phenotypes associations is also discussed. Using
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pathogenicity predictions we identified potential PTM sites to produce particular diseases if
genomic variants remove them.
Conclusions
Our results show an important impact of PTM removal producing genetic diseases and phenotypes
that is PTM type specific. We describe for the first time a general scenario of PTM types and
genetic diseases direct associations, many of them novel, that provides new capacities to
understand and diagnose these disorders.

Background
Post-translational modifications (PTMs) are an essential source of protein regulation. They are
mostly reversible additions of small moieties or proteins, able to reprogram rapidly protein function.
PTMs are ubiquitous in the eukaryotic proteome and have a large global stoichiometry anytime.
There are several hundreds of PTM types, each defined by their own features, both chemical and
functional [1,2], are conserved at different degrees [3], have been studied unequally by large scale
experiments [4] and their occupancy and combination are responsible for protein activity and
localization [3,5].
Apart from their specific regulation or enzymatic failures, together with the differential isoform
transcription [6], genomic variation is the main source of PTM lack of occupancy. In particular, non
synonymous single nucleotide variations (nsSNVs) in codons coding for a modifiable residue or
within the enzyme recognized motif, impede permanently the modification. This effect has been
largely studied in the context of somatic genomic variation in cancers, revealing a significant
impact of at least the most abundant types (phosphorylation, acetylation or ubiquitination) in
tumors development [7–9]. Regarding germline DNA variation, a large scale survey have described
an enrichment of rare and disease annotated variants in PTM regions [10] suggesting that
functions provided by PTMs are linked to disease phenotypes. Although not many other works are
available for a global view, PTMs are gaining much attention in this context, as shown by the
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number of public resources providing mappings [4,11–14], tools for their usage for genetic
diagnosis [15,16], or the application of genetic engineering to introduce PTMs in recombinant
biopharmaceuticals favoring their functionality [17]. Not surprisingly, the main features of PTM
sites, functionality, exposure or conservation, are also the main input for most variant
pathogenicity/tolerance predictors [18,19].
The functional landscape of every type of PTM is still being decoded [3,20]. Meanwhile, their
dysfunction have been associated to hundreds of diseases already. Major attention has caught
phosphorylation, that besides of cancers [7], has been described to be associated to other
disorders like Alzheimer [21], or cardiovascular diseases [22]. Other types of PTMs have also been
linked to cancers: methylation and acetylation by their regulation of histone tails [23,24],
ubiquitination through the alteration of protein degradation [25] or S-nitrosylation by its regulation of
tumor proliferation [26]. Target residues of acetylation, methylation, glycosylation or S-nitrosylation
are reported to be dysfunctional in cardiovascular and neurological disorders [27–31]. Glycation
was found to be deregulated in diabetes mellitus [32] and N and O-Glycosylation in distinct genetic
congenital disorders [33]. The ubiquitination writer system is found to be key in many rare
congenital disorders like the Angelman or von Hippel-Lindau syndromes among many others [25].
In this work we hypothesize that the loss of specific protein functions defined by particular types of
PTMs may converge in similar disease phenotypes. Thus, we performed a crossmatching between
human PTMs of different types and nsSNVs with disease annotation and deleterous predictions,
and found a large number of associations between disorders and PTM types, some of them with
very low proteome coverage. We report herein the first systematic and global survey of
associations between genetic diseases and the lack of specific PTM types. These results will
encourage to gain attention on particular PTM types in the study of genetic disorders as well as to
provide a massive volume of new hypothesis in the research of rare diseases.

Results
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Crossmatching of PTMs and genomic variants
We collected 321,643 human PTMs of 59 types [4,34–42] (Figure 1A) and 4,464,412 nsSNVs
[39,43–46], 392,185 (8.8%) of them classified as pathogenic using predictors [18,47–50] and
44,969 (1%) annotated with their disease-associations taken from public repositories
[39,45,46,51,52] (Figure 1B, Tables S1-3). All PTMs and nsSNVs variants were crossmatched to
identify residues with reported modifications that are prevented by certain nsSNVs. We name here
an affected PTM, also a PTM-nsSNV co-occurrence, when a missense variant mutates: 1) the
codon coding the modifiable amino acid or, 2) the codons coding a window of ±5 amino acids from
the modifiable residue, for PTM types with motifs reported (see Materials and Methods, Figure S1).
We identified a total of 1,743,207 PTM-nsSNVs co-occurrences (Table S4, Supplementary Data 1),
15,607 with nsSNVs involved in diseases (Table S5) and 133,292 with nsSNVs predicted to be
pathogenic (Table S6). To highlight PTM types affected by DNA variation above the general trend
we calculated the average proportion of a PTM of any type to be impacted by: i) any, ii) pathogenic,
and iii) disease-associated variants, being 74.1%, 20.3% and 2.4% respectively (Figure 1C). Thus,
up to 11 (18.6%) PTM types are above the baseline probability of being impacted by any type of
nsSNV, including O-GlcNAc glycosylation, malonylation and neddylation and eight PTM types from
the top 10 most abundant classes, only phosphorylation and ubiquitination left out. Interestingly,
neddylation, with only 40 instances collected, shows the highest proportion, not only of variants
matching modified sites (100%), but also those predicted as pathogenic (60%) and annotated as
disease-associated (17.5%). Besides neddylation, other 11 types are above the threshold for the
proportion of PTMs potentially removed by pathogenic variants, 3 types of glycosylations (NG, OG
and OGl), malonylation, S-glutathionylation, S-nitrosylation, and the 5 most studied and abundant
classes: phosphorylation, ubiquitination, acetylation, SUMOylation and methylation. In terms of
variants associated to diseases, 13 types are above the baseline probability, with carboxylation as
the second most impacted type.
In order to assess whether there are PTM types whose removal is more deleterious than others,
we tested if pathogenic and disease-associated nsSNVs impact recurrently not just on PTMs but
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on certain PTM types (Figure 1D, Tables S7,S8). As PTM functionality might depend on the protein
region where the PTM is located, we tested independently ordered and disordered regions. First
observation is that PTM types are, in general, more enriched in predicted pathogenic nsSNVs than
in disease-associated. The removal of PTMs at ordered regions seems, also globally, more
deleterious than those in disordered regions. Only phosphorylation, ubiquitination and methylation
show a functionality that seems equally impacted by nsSNVs in both ordered and disordered
regions. Other 12 classes show enrichments only in one protein region type, most times in ordered.
ADP-ribosylation, carboxylation and myristoylation are the PTM types with lower number of
instances (123, 85 and 78 respectively) that are hit significantly by disease-related or pathogenic
DNA variants.

A global network of PTM types and inherited diseases associations
To extract significant pairwise associations between specific PTM types and particular genetic
diseases we performed Fisher’s exact test to check if the proportion of nsSNVs causing a genetic
disease and hitting in a PTM type in respect to other sites, is greater than the ratio of nsSNVs
causing other genetic diseases affecting the same PTM type, also compared to other sites. As
result we found 217 significant associations (FDR<0.05) between 18 PTM types and 150
inheritance diseases (Table S9) that we annotated performing a literature review as: i) known, ii)
having partial evidences, or iii) novel. Within partial evidences we comprised several
heterogeneous documented examples that although do not report an association between the
removal of the PTM type and the disorder, may suggest a link indirectly. They include: i) reports of
one variant case; ii) associations of the PTM type with a related or similar disease; and iii)
regulatory evidences when the PTM type is involved the deregulation causing the disease.
Summing up, our strategy was able to catch 50 known associations, generalize 74 and provide for
the first time 93 novel links (Figure 2A) which are unequally distributed over PTM types (Figure
2B). Figure 2C displays all predicted PTM types and disease associations in a network format.
Thus, acetylation stands up as the PTM with more associations, 61 in total, 36 of them not
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previously reported, and only 6 known. Next, ubiquitination and N-linked glycosylation are
associated with 29 and 22 pathologies respectively, and other 6 PTM types removal
(phosphorylation, methylation, S-glutathionylation, S-nitrosylation, SUMOylation and protein
cleavege) are predicted to be the cause of 10 or more inheritance pathologies. Still, even low
frequent PTM types such as malonylation or neddylation, with only 45 and 40 modified instances
each, show associations. In terms of novelty, besides acetylation, S-glutathionylation, Snitrosylation, O-GalNAc glycosylation, O-GlcNAc glycosylation, ADP-ribosylation and hydroxylation
are the types most underestimated, with ≥50% of no previously described associations although
the last ones are linked only to 4, 3 and 1 diseases respectively. Proportionally, phosphorylation is
the PTM with more evidences, with only 3 novel associations from the 19 predicted (16%).
Interestingly, there are a number of diseases predicted to be associated with several PTM types,
with Li-Fraumeni syndrome and Pachyonychia congenita at the top with 5 associations and
followed by 7 diseases with 4 associations: Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, Hemofilia B, HutchinsonGildford progeria syndrome, Lissencephaly due to TUBA1A mutation, Lissencephaly type 3,
Hyperinsulinism-hyperammonemia syndrome and Dilated cardiomyophathy. Still, we observed a
74% with a unique PTM type involved in their molecular causes.
We also checked the degree in which the signal of the predictions may come from a saturation of
modifications in the proteins. Thus, for each of the significant PTM type and pathology pairwise
association, we randomly permuted the location of the modifications, maintaining the ratios of
PTMs in ordered and disordered regions and only in modifiable residues by the PTM type. This
exercise was performed 100 times, and for each, a Fisher’s exact test was calculated. We call here
Occupancy Score (OS) to the number of times an association has been found significant in this
process (Figure 3A), being 100 the greater value and meaning that PTMs of a type are affected by
variants associated to a particular disease even if the modifications are randomly located; and 0
the smaller, meaning that the actual location of the PTMs is, almost, unique in being affected by
the nsSNVs. Thus, 96 of our predicted associations (44.2%) had from very low to medium values
of OS, and 121 (55.8%) high or very high OSs (Figure 3B, Figure S2). Interestingly, we observed
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that predicted novel associations display more robust OSs and lower numbers of PTMs and
nsSNVs compared to known and those with partial evidences, p-values = 0.045 and 0.001
respectively (Figure 3C). In addition, OS levels are unequally distributed over associations in terms
of the PTM types involved, with phosphorylation showing the greater level of OSs and protein
cleavage the smallest, considering PTM types with >=10 associations (Figure S3).

Associations between the removal of PTM types and disease families and phenotypic
features
We wanted to describe patterns of PTM types whose removal affect similar pathologies. Thus, we
applied Orphanet disease ontology to classify diseases into families (Table S10) and use them to
merge our predicted associations of PTM types-diseases. From these new connections, we
calculated Jaccard index for all pairs of PTM types over the disease families that each one is linked
to and arranged them into groups of PTMs sharing families (clusters, Figure S4). In Figure 4A we
show the PTM types distributed according to their Jaccard index and linked to the disease families.
Three main clusters of PTM types are observed. First, a core of 8 PTM types (cluster 1) formed by
phosphorylation, ubiquitination, acetylation, SUMOylation, methylation, N-linked glycosylation, Snitrosylation and S-glutathionylation, that are predicted to be behind the molecular basis of the
71% of the associations in the network (124 links out of a total of 175). This core is predicted to be
responsible for the deregulation of important functions producing 88 diseases grouped in 17
families, being the skin and cardiac diseases the largest groups. Second, a cluster of 5 PTM types
(cluster 2) formed by O-GalNAc glycosylation, O-linked glycosylation, proteolytic cleavage, OGlcNAc glycosylation and ADP-ribosylation, that is connected to 11 disease families, shared with
cluster 1, being neurologic diseases which groups 72 different pathologies the largest family
followed by developmental defect during embryogenesis, neoplastic, endocrine, hematologic and
eye diseases sorted by the number of pathologies affected. Cluster 2 also shows an exclusive link
between proteolytic cleavage and allergic diseases. The third cluster of PTM types (cluster 3) is
integrated by hydroxylation, sulfation and carboxylation, whose removal is predicted to affect only
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to hematologic diseases. Last neddylation and malonylation affect both to two disease families,
neurologic and systemic or rheumatologic, and inborn errors of metabolism and endocrine,
respectively.
Next, we extracted associations between PTM types and phenotypic features taken from the
Human Phenotype Ontology [53] using same methods (Table S11). Up to 133 significant
associations were found between 11 PTM types and 101 HPO terms, 37 parent and 64 child terms
(Table S12 and Figure S5). A global network is presented in Figure 4B with only HPO parent terms
for clarity. Here the removal of acetylated and phosphorylated sites show the greater number of
associations, both with 15 HPOs associated, 3 of them shared (Muscular hypotonia and two
leukemia-related phenotypes). In fact the network is quite disconnected from the phenotypes point
of view, phosphorylation shares 3 other cancer-related terms, 2 with ubiquitination (Non-Hodgkin
lymphoma and Non-small cell lung carcinoma) and one with methylation (Transitional cell
carcinoma of the bladder). The link between phosphorylation and cardyopathies comes up again
although most of the terms are indeed related to cancer, same happening with ubiquitination. Last,
acetylation seems to be crucial to phenotypes related to development and growth.

Prediction of new potential mutation sites associated to diseases
Delving on our hypothesis, if there is a global association between a PTM type and a genetic
disease, other modifications of the same type and proteins would become candidate sites for
eventual nsSNVs to produce the same phenotype. As a proof of concept, for each of the predicted
associations, we compared the pathogenicity, measured using Polyphen2 [18], that in silico
randomly generated nsSNVs would cause in: i) sites modified by the same PTM type not affected
by a variant related to the disease in the same proteins where the association has been found, and
ii) sites with the same PTM type in proteins not involved in any association related to that PTM
type, as the base-line pathogenicity of residues with the same PTM type, same functionality. Here,
sites refer to nucleotides in codons coding for the modified amino acids. In Figure 5A we show the
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general schema of this comparison. In total, 37 associations between PTM types and diseases
showed a significantly higher pathogenicity in PTMs not affected by a disease variant (Table 1).
In order to predict new pathogenic sites associated to a disease, we introduced here the relative
pathogenicity score (rps). The rps is calculated in the context of PTM type-disease associations for
PTM sites of the same type but not affected by a disease variant, as: the percentile of the
pathogenicity estimation of the site in a reference distribution (Figure 5B, Material and Methods),
rps>95 is set as significant. Thus, we evaluated the potential pathogenicity of the deletion of 2,205
PTMs sites in 153 proteins, from them 156 sites (7.6%) had a significant rps (Table S13). Figure 5B
shows the number of sites and their rps per PTM type. We see that phosphorylation is not
surprisingly the type that presents a higher number of sites evaluated, still with a percentage of
significant pathogenic sites below the average (5.3%). Although carboxylation and O-GlcNAc
glycosylation are the types with a higher percentage of significant pathogenic sites (57,1% and
33.3% respectively), acetylation deserves again a special attention, with a large number of PTM
sites evaluated (292) arises as an essential type whose deletion may produce disease-related
phenotypes, with a 18.9% of sites with a significant pathogenicity. See Table S14 for all sites and
their evaluation.
Last, we discuss a few examples that illustrate some of the findings of this work. Amyotrophic
Lateral Sclerosis (ALS, ORPHA:803) is a neurodegenerative disease producing muscular
paralysis, the most common genetic disorder due to a degeneration of motor neurons. Several
genes have been reported to carry mutations deriving in this phenotype, including FUS, an RNA
binding protein with genomic variations leading to the formation of stress granules. Methylation of
FUS is required to bind the autophagy receptor p62 which in association with other proteins can
control the aberrant accumulation of the granules [54]. Other studies have reported methylation as
an important modification type in the accumulation and elimination of these toxic granules [55]
supporting our predicted association with ALS (Figure 2C). In a close look, Figure 5C shows FUS
with methylation sites affected and non-affected by the ALS mutations, the former with the
probability of being more pathogenic than regular methylation sites, measured using rps.
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Second example (Figure 5D) shows protein ESCO2, and acetyltransferase with genomic variants
causing Roberts syndrome (RBS, ORPHA:3103), an ultra rare disorder yielding limb and facial
abnormalities and a slow growth pre and post-natal. In RBS, the dysfunction of ESCO2 produces a
lack of acetylation in the cohesin complex that regulates a proper sister chromatid cohesion in the
DNA replication process [56]. We predict an association between the lack of SUMO sites and RBS.
Figure 5D shows four SUMO sites in ESCO2 affected by RBS variants and seven more that might
be candidates for the same type of regulation, three of them with a significant rps. A sister
chromatid cohesion impairment has already been observed by a lack of SUMOylation directly in
the cohesin complex [57] as well as in a knockout of SUMO protease SENP1 in chicken cell lines
[58] suggesting an important role of this PTM type in this process still with no reports linking it to
RBS. We annotated the association as with a partial evidence (Figure 2C).
Next we briefly describe two examples of associations with no previous evidences. Starting with
the PTM type with more number of associations, acetylation, we show the phosphatase PTEN
(Figure 5E) with 7 mutations linked to the Macrocephaly-intellectual disability-autism syndrome
(ORPHA:210548), a rare neurological disorder with macrocephaly and facial deformity as notable
anatomical features and psychomotor delay, intellectual disability and autism, as main disabilities.
PTEN acts at the phosphoinositide 3-kinase pathway and it is described to be intensively regulated
by acetylation [59,60]. Figure 5E shows PTEN protein with four acetylation sites affected by
variants and K332 predicted to be a functionally associated site to the mentioned phenotype. In a
second novel case we focus on S-glutathionylation, the eight most abundant PTM type in our
collection, having almost 80% of our predictions not reported in the scientific literature (11 out of
14). One of these new predicted associations is with Darier Disease (DD, ORPHA:218), a rare skin
disorder characterized by the formation of keratotic papules during puberty that are frequently
subject of infections. Causative mutations have been described only in the gene ATP2A2 that
codifies for protein a SERCA Ca(2+)-ATPases, responsible for endoplasmic reticulum (ER) Ca2+
uptake. Malfunctions in this protein produce an alteration of Ca2+ homeostasis in the cytoplasm
that alters keratonocytes functions downstream [61]. Figure 5F shows ATP2A2 with DD variants
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and S-glutathionylation sites mapped, two of these residues are directly removed by the variants
and we calculate a proxy score to detect the probability of other glutathionylated residues to be key
sites in the disease. Although S-glutathionylation has been described to be involved in the
regulation of Ca2+ ER pumps, for instance activating SERCA in arterial relaxation [62] or
promoting its optimal oscillation by diamide in bovine aortic endothelial cells [63], to the best of our
knowledge this is the first report suggesting an association with the disorder.

Discussion
There are two motivations in the study of PTMs in the context of genetic diseases, first and most
obvious is to contribute to deepen into the genetic basis of these pathologies. Systematic and
global approaches are of special interest in rare diseases, where resources hardly cover a small
percentage of them due to their individual low incidence but research is encouraged as affecting
together around 7% of the population [64]. Here we have studied >3,200 genetic diseases in sync
and extracted significant results for 150 with new hypothesis linking the loss of specific functions to
diseases and phenotypes as well as describing general patterns of associations. The second
motivation comes to add functional information to individual PTMs [3,65,66], frequently extracted
from high-throughput experiments and most with succinct annotation [36]. The annotation of PTMs,
the study of the types as functional entities, and their interactions, is essential to decode the
regulation of proteins and how cell responds to a changing environment, named the PTM code [5].
Although several previous resources have crossmatched genomic variation and PTM data
[4,12,13], for the first time we add a global interpretation of PTM types in the context of genetic
diseases as well as prediction capacities, even to the less studied PTM types.
In terms of dimensionality, we believe we present herein the largest study crossmatching human
genomic variation and protein modifications, comprising 4,464,412 germline nsSNVs (44,969
involved in diseases and 392,185 predicted pathogenic) and 321,643 of 59 types that revealed
1,743,207 PTM-nsSNVs co-occurrences in 16,541 proteins. Of those PTMs and nsSNVs co-
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occurrences, 15,607 involved diseases and 133,292 pathogenicity. Before us, Reimand and
colleagues [10] focused on four PTM types (130,000 sites) reporting 77,829 matches of PTM
regions with nsSNVs. Kim et al. [67] extended the number of PTM types to 20, extracting 179,325
PTM-SNVs associations using 517,466 missense and stop gain SNVs and 599,387 PTMs, most of
them predicted (404,501) which are generally reported with low accuracy [68]. More recently, the
AWESOME database [14] also provides a large dataset with 1,043,668 nsSNVs and
experimentally verified and predicted PTMs of six types that sum up 481,557 matches. Other
approaches focused as us on diseases associations, but compiling curated associations from the
scientific literature, thus PTMD [13] and PhosphoSitePlus [4] for instance report 1,950 and 1,230
PTMs-SNVs associations respectively. The topic is clearly of interest [69].
Our framework produced a total of 217 predicted associations between the loss of a function
provided by a PTM type and a genetic mendelian disease. Although other types of genomic
variations are reported to affect functions led by PTMs [70], we concentrated in reported causal
nsSNVs for each of the disorders. Since the global diagnosis rate of these disorders is about 50%,
and the numbers of predicted pathogenic variants exceed substantially the numbers for annotated
disease causing variants (Figure 1B), it is feasible to state that the scenario described here is
underestimated. The incomplete repertoire of protein modifications is an additional limitation of this
type studies [34]. Other sources of implications of PTMs in harmful phenotypes are for instance the
possibility of genetic variants to produce new modifiable sites or PTM motifs [11,14], or the
alteration of the enzymatic cascades that attach the PTMs, which we have used as confirmatory
rule (Figure 2A, 2C). Regarding PTM functionality, all systematic studies compiling their information
should aware of the cell state dependence of their occupancy [15].
This wealth of information has been scanned in two different manners. First we report an extensive
literature review where we extracted known associations between PTM types and diseases (23%
of the total), and evidences not linking directly the PTM type to the disease but showing related
functional proofs (34%). Altogether they represents a 57% of a our associations which grant a good
endorsement of our approach and still provides new insights for about 167 associations, 93
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completely novel. We are aware that with a literature review of such a magnitude, there might be
overlooked associations, still we believe they would fall into partial evidences as they are less
obvious links. Additionally, we checked if the associations are extracted only due to a high level of
PTM occupancy using a permutation approach as others [71]. Our Occupancy Score measures
this possibility (Figure 1A) showing up to 44% of the pairwise predictions to have PTMs displayed
in proteins with a medium to high chance of being the unique conformation providing the
association (Figure 1B). Importantly, PTM occupancy is lower in the novel predicted associations
and higher in PTM types like phosphorylation, ubiquitination or SUMOylation which might indicate
that the discovery of associations depends at least partially on the level of knowledge accumulated
on PTM types and proteins/diseases. Thus, potential associations involving low studied proteins or
PTM types with little proteome coverage seem to be more probable to be missed unless
systematic studies like this one are performed. Stressing this idea, we found for instance
phosphorylation having a great proportion of the predicted associations with some kind of
evidences, only three completely novel.
Summing up the findings, at the top of the PTM types we highlight acetylation with not only histone
functions [72] predicted to be involved in up to 61 diseases, almost 60% of them no previously
reported, linked to several phenotypes, 12 of them exclusively, and with a wide range of OS
values. Its implication seems to be relevant in several disease families, with neurologic and inborn
errors of metabolism summing 19% and 14% of its associations but also being connected to
urogenital, hepatic and immune diseases almost alone. Other PTMs seems to be of special
interest, of course ubiquitination due to its role in protein degradation which deregulation is
described widely associated to human pathologies [25], but also S-glutathionylation, S-nitrosylation
or the different glycosylations, that are normally not included in the systematic studies but with a
wealth of predictions here. Displayed in a network format and merging diseases in families we
were able to extract general patterns that provides clues for researches to explore PTM types
implications in diseases that do not have enough genetic information to be explored. Similarly, a
network of links between PTMs and phenotypes is also produced. In this sense, it is expected that
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disorders with similar phenotypes are caused by similar deregulation processes [73]. Last about
network analysis capacities, it is feasible to think that the convergence of several PTM types
implicated in similar diseases, might be a signal for their functional crosstalk [3,74].
Finally, if our strategy until this point has been to try to infer general patterns from individual events
(PTM-nsSNV co-occurrences) we wanted to give an extra value to the predictions scaling down the
functional implications and providing a bunch of PTM sites whose removal by genomic variations
are predicted to produce specific disorders. The score we built for this task, the rps, is quite
conservative in the sense of making validated pathogenicity scores [18] being referenced to
functional sites that are expected to be pathogenic themselves [75]. Besides the four examples
discussed in detail, we add as Table S14 all the PTM sites predicted to be functionally linked to the
diseases, with detailed Polyphen2 scores and rps values. This, together with all the PTM-nsSNV
co-occurrences available as Supplementary Data 1 (>1.7M) represents a valuable and unique
source of information to be included in bioinformatics pipelines of DNASeq analysis to annotate
genomic variants. Since, the filtering and prioritization of variants is an essential task in genetic
diagnosis based on deep sequencing [76], we believe the resources reported in this work may
contribute to create new hypothesis on specific variants that could impact in more conclusive
diagnosis of patients.

Material and Methods
Compilation of nsSNVs and annotation as disease associated and pathogenic
We compiled human nsSNVs from the following databases: dbSNP [77], gnoMAD v2 [44,78],
Humsavar (UniProt) [39], ClinVar [45], and DisGeNET [46]. Protein ids were mapped to STRING
v10 [79] dictionary and sites were mapped into eggNOG v4 [80] set of human sequences
confirming the wild type amino acid.
The disease annotation of nsSNVs were retrieved from Humsavar [39], ClinVar [45] and DisGeNET
[46] databases as OMIM [81] and Orphanet [52] diseases. Phenotype information was retrieved
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from ClinVar as Human Phenotype Ontology terms (HPO) [82]. OMIM and Orphanet ids for the
same diseases were merged into Orphanet ids.
To assess the pathogenicity of the nsSNVs, we used pathogenicity predictions from five algorithms:
PolyPhen2 [18], SIFT [47], PROVEAN [48], FATHMM [49], and MutationTaster [50], all calculated
using the Variant Effect Predictor pipeline [83]. A nsSNV is classified as “pathogenic” if >50% of the
predictions are deleterious.
Compilation of PTMs
Human experimentally verified PTM sites were obtained from: PTMCode v2 [34], dbPTM3 [84],
PhosphoSitePlus [85], PhosphoELM [86], PHOSIDA [36], PhosphoGrid [87], OGlycoBase [38],
UniProt [39], HPRD [88], RedoxDB [40], dbGSH [41] and dbSNO [42]. Protein ids were mapped to
STRING v10 [79] dictionary and PTM sites were mapped into eggNOG v4 [89] set of human
sequences as in [34]. PTM types were annotated.
Co-occurrences between PTMs and nsSNVs
We identified nsSNVs and PTMs matching same protein positions. In addition, we identified the
PTM types with enzymatic motifs in the target proteins: phosphorylation, ubiquitination, acetylation,
SUMOylation, methylation, N-linked glycosylation, S-glutathionylation, S-nitrosylation, O-GalNAc
glycosylation, O-linked glycosylation, O-GlcNAc glycosylation, neddylation, malonylation [90–98]. A
consensus of window of ±5 amino acids from the PTM was agreed to consider the nsSNV
matching motifs.
Enrichment of disease associated and pathogenic nsSNVs affecting PTMs in PTM types
We extracted ordered and disordered regions in every protein using MobiDB [99]. PTMs-nsSNVs
co-occurrences were assigned to ordered or disordered regions.
We measured if the set of nsSNPs affecting specific PTM types are enriched in disease causing
nsSNPs. Thus, we counted: disease-nsSNVs matching PTM sites, disease-nsSNVs not matching
PTM sites, non-disease-nsSNVs matching PTM sites and non-disease-nsSNVs not matching PTM
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sites, applied a Fisher’s Extact test and p-values adjusted by Benjamini-Hochberg False Discovery
Rate (FDR). FDR < 0.05 was considered significant. The same analysis was performed for
predicted pathogenic nsSNPs.
Extraction of associations of PTM types and diseases or phenotypes
We measured if there are associations between specific PTM types and specific genetic diseases.
For each PTM type and genetic disease in our compilation, we counted: nsSNVs causing the
disease affecting the PTM type, nsSNVs causing other diseases affecting the PTM type, nsSNVs
causing the disease not affecting the PTM type and nsSNVs causing other diseases not affecting
the PTM type. We applied Fisher’s exact test and p-values adjusted by FDR. FDR < 0.05 was
considered significant. The same analysis was performed for nsSNPs affecting phenotypes
annotated as HPO terms.
A literature review to classify the predicted PTM type and disease associations based on
current knowledge
We performed a literature review to catch the current knowledge for each of the 217 predicted
associations between PTM types and genetic diseases. Due to the volume of the combinations
(>190K) it was not possible to calculate false negatives. The searches were performed with the two
terms (PTM type and disease) in PubMed and Google considering derived and related terms if
appropriate. The associations were classified as: i) known, if at least a scientific article describes
the implication of the loss of the PTM type in the disease; ii) having partial evidences, or iii) novel, if
no information is found linking both terms. Within partial evidences we include: i) reports of one
variant case, where a single nsSNV, if more than two are described, is reported to prevent the
modification of the residue; ii) associations of the PTM type with a related or similar disease; and
iii) regulatory evidences, where at least a scientific work reports that the disease is produced by a
deregulation involving the PTM type within the regulatory neighborhood of the proteins with the
deletereous genomic variations. PubMed ids are provided for all the cases with some kind of
evidence, if multiple are found we provide a selection.
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Occupancy Score calculation
To evaluate whether the predicted associations are due to a high occupancy of PTMs of a type in
the proteins with variants annotated with the disease, we implemented the Occupancy Score (OS).
OS is calculated for each predicted association as follows: 1) Same number of PTMs of the
selected type are randomly located in modifiable residues of the PTM type, maintaining their ratio
of ordered and disordered regions; 2) new co-occurrences of PTMs and nsSNVs associated to the
disease are extracted; 3) same Fisher’s Exact test described above is performed and p-values
adjusted; 4) steps 1, 2 and 3 are performed 100 times; 5) OS is assigned to the association as the
number of times the association is found significant. The comparisons between OS distributions
were performed by means of Wilcoxon rank sum tests.
The same methodology was applied to calculate OSs for phenotype-PTM type associations.
Classification of diseases in families
We used Orphanet disease families to classify the 150 disorders that had at least a significant
association with a PTM type. OMIM diseases that did not have a correspondence to Orphanet
diseases were manually mapped to the families.
Jaccard index calculation
We merged the associations of PTM types and diseases into supra association between PTM
types and disease families. We calculated jaccard index [100] of every pair of the 18 PTM types
with at least a significant association. We built a network with only PTM types as nodes and edges
annotated with their jaccard index that was uploaded into Cytoscape [101] and Prefuse Force
Directed layout applied on the jaccard index. We uploaded into Cytoscape the network between
PTM types and disease families maintaining the conformation of PTM types produced by their
similarity. Clusters of PTM types were created according to their sharing disease families.
Pathogenicity comparison of PTMs of a type in proteins causing the disease but not
affected by variants and PTMs of the same type in other proteins
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For each of the predicted associations between PTM types and genetic diseases we extracted the
PTMs of the selected type that are not affected by the nsSNPs causing the disease. For them, we
randomly produced five non synonymous amino acid in silico changes (mimicking the effect of
nsSNPs), measured their pathogenicity using Polyphen2 [18] and calculating their mean. The
distribution of these means was compared to a reference distribution composed by the same
values for PTMs of the same type in proteins not associated to any disease where the PTM type is
predicted to be involved. The comparison was made using Wilcoxon rank sum tests and p-values
adjusted by FDR. FDR<0.05 was taken as significant.
Relative pathogenicity score (rps) calculation
For a PTM site with suspicion to be associated to a disease, a rps can be calculated as: 1)
production of five random non synonymous amino acid in silico changes; 2) get Polyphen2 score
for them; 3) calculate the mean; 4) calculate the percentile of the mean in the reference distribution
(see section above). Thus, the rps ranges from 0 to 100. Rps >95 was considered significant.
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The datasets supporting the conclusions of this article are included within the article and its
additional files.
Additional file 1
Table S1. Dataset of Post Translational Modifications (PTMs), nsSNVs and genetic diseases.
Total numbers of the datasets compiled for: protein post-translational modification sites in humans,
human nsSNVs, genetic diseases from OMIM and Orphanet databases, phenotypes from the
Human Phenotype Ontology database, and nsSNVs with disease and phenotype annotations as
well as predicted as pathogenic.
Table S2. Disease-related nsSNVs involved in disease families. Orphanet disease families
classification was adopted.
Table S3. Dataset of PTMs classified by type. Number of human experimentally verified PTMs
compiled, grouped by PTM types and sorted by abundance.
Table S4. Mapping of nsSNVs and PTM sites. Human PTMs and nsSNVs co-occurrences. A cooccurrence is considered when the nsSNV affects the modifiable residue or is located within a ±5
amino acids from the PTM site.
Table S5. Crossmatching of PTM sites and disease-related nsSNVs. Number of diseaserelated nsSNVs and PTM sites matched grouped by PTM type. We include number of proteins and
diseases affected. PTMs with no matches are not shown.
Table S6. Crossmatching of PTM sites and predicted pathogenic nsSNVs. Number of
predicted pathogenic nsSNVs and PTM sites matched grouped by PTM type. We include number
of proteins and diseases affected. PTMs with no matches are not shown.
Table S7. Data for the enrichment of disease-related nsSNVs in PTM types. Data and results
for Figure 1D.
Table S8. Data for the enrichment of predicted pathogenic nsSNVs in PTM types. Data and
results for Figure 1D.
Table S9. PTM types and genetic diseases predicted associations. Together with p-values and
FDR, Occupancy scores (OS) are also shown. Next to last columns holds the category related to
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the previous knowledge of the association, three classes: known, previous evidences, divided into
one variant case study (OVCS), evidences in related diseases (ERD) and regulatory evidences
(RE), and novel. Last column shows the PubMed Ids of the scientific papers supporting the
classification.
Table S10. Classification of diseases in families according to Orphanet classification.
Table S11. Crossmatching of PTM sites and phenotype-related nsSNVs. Number of
phenotype-related nsSNVs (form ClinVar and using HPO terms) and PTM sites matched grouped
by PTM type. We include number of proteins and phenotypes affected. PTMs with no matches are
not shown.
Table S12. Data to build a network of PTM types and phenotypes associations. Together with
the p-values and FDRs, Occupancy scores (OS) are also shown.
Table S13. Prediction of new potential pathogenic PTM sites functionally associated to
specific diseases. For every predicted association between PTM types and genetic diseases, we
show the p-values and FDRs for the tests comparing pathogenicity predictions of in silico nsSNVs
in PTMs of the same type but not affected by a disease-related nsSNV and pathogenicity
predictions of in silico nsSNVs affecting PTMs of the same type not predicted to be involved in
diseases. We add the number of PTM sites predicted to be involved in the disease and those that
are not, based on relative pathogenicity scores (rps).

Additional file 2
Table S14. Evaluation of the pathogenicity of nsSNVs in PTM sites in the context of
associations between PTM types and genetic diseases. Grouped by PTM type and per each
association with a genetic disease, we show the PTM sites (protein and position), the Polyphen2
score as the mean of the scores of 5 random in silico nsSNVs, and its relative pathogenicity score
(rps) that represents the percentile within the reference distribution of Polyphen2 scores build by 5
random nsSNVs in same type of PTM types outside the proteins involved in the disease.

Additional file 3
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Figure S1. Distribution of nsSNVs in PTM regions classified by PTM type.

Additional file 4
Figure S2. Predicted associations between PTM types and genetic diseases. Network
providing all predicted associations between PTM types and genetic diseases. Two types of nodes
are present: PTM types and diseases, and links represent a predicted association that is colored
according to its Occupancy Score (OS).

Additional file 5
Figure S3. Occupancy scores in associations between PTM types and genetic disease
grouped by PTM type.

Additional file 6
Figure S4. Network of PTM types linked by their jaccard index calculated by their
connection to disease families.

Additional file 7
Figure S5. Predicted associations between PTM types and human phenotypes. Network
providing all predicted associations between PTM types and human phenotypes using Human
Ontology Phenotype (HPO) terms. Two types of nodes are present: PTM types and HPO terms,
and links represent a predicted association that is colored according to its Occupancy Score.

Additional file 8
Supplementary Data 1. Human PTMs and nsSNVs co-occurrences within a window of ±5 amino
acids from the modifiable residue.
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Table 1. Associations between PTM types and genetic diseases where there is significant higher
pathogenicity in the alteration of modified sites of the same type but not affected by the disease
variants and other PTM sites. Proteins and sites predicted to be potentially involved in the disease
if a genetic alteration occurs are given.
PTMs
PTM type

Disease name

Disease ID

Proteins

(rps>95)

Acetylation

Dilated cardiomyopathy

ORPHA:217604 KIAA1652,LMNA,MYH6,MYH7

20

Acetylation

Cardiomyopathy, familial hypertrophic, 1

OMIM:192600

MYH6,MYH7,RYR2,TPM1

17

Acetylation

Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome

ORPHA:783

CREBBP,EP300

26

Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome due to CREBBP
Acetylation

mutations

ORPHA:353277 CREBBP,EP300

26

Acetylation

Muscular dystrophy

ORPHA:98473

KIAA0723,LMNA

4

OMIM:601728

PTEN

1

Pten
Acetylation

hamartoma

tumor

syndrome

with

granular cell tumor, included
Syndrome with limb malformations as a

Acetylation

major feature

ORPHA:109009 CREBBP,EP300

32

Acetylation

Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy

ORPHA:217569 MYH6,MYH7

17

Acetylation

Distal myopathy, Welander type

ORPHA:603

MYH7

8

Acetylation

Cardiomyopathy, familial hypertrophic, 14

OMIM:613251

MYH6

4

Acetylation

Alexander disease

ORPHA:58

GFAP

1

Macrocephaly-intellectual

disability-autism

Acetylation

syndrome

ORPHA:210548 PTEN

1

Acetylation

Desminopathy

ORPHA:98909

DES

1

Carboxylation

Congenital factor X deficiency

ORPHA:328

F10

2

S-Glutathionylation

Cornelia de Lange syndrome

ORPHA:199

SMC1A

1

Methylation

Pachyonychia congenita

ORPHA:2309

KRT6B

1

ORPHA:52430

VCP

2

Inclusion body myopathy with Paget disease
Methylation

of bone and frontotemporal dementia

Methylation

Hyperinsulinism-hyperammonemia syndrome ORPHA:35878

1
GLUD1
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Lethal encephalopathy due to mitochondrial
S-nitrosylation

and peroxisomal fission defect

ORPHA:330050 DNM1L

0

O-GlcNAc glycosylation Multiple endocrine neoplasia type 4

ORPHA:276152 CDKN1B

1

O-GlcNAc glycosylation Multiple endocrine neoplasia

ORPHA:276161 CDKN1B

1

O-linked glycosylation

Glanzmann thrombasthenia

ORPHA:849

ITGA2B

1

Proteolytic cleavage

Hyperproinsulinemia

OMIM:616214

INS

2

Proteolytic cleavage

Permanent neonatal diabetes mellitus

ORPHA:99885

ISN

0

Hereditary thrombophilia due to congenital
Proteolytic cleavage

protein S deficiency

ORPHA:743

PROS1

1

Phosphorylation

Turcot syndrome with polyposis

ORPHA:99818

APC

6

Phosphorylation

Hereditary breast cancer

ORPHA:227535 BACH1,ESR1

5

ORPHA:2995

8

Baraitser-Winter
Phosphorylation

syndrome
Hypomyelination

Phosphorylation

cerebrofrontofacial

with

atrophy

of

basal

ganglia and cerebellum
Familial

dilated

ACTB,ACTG1

cardiomyopathy

ORPHA:139441 TUBB3

10

with

SUMOylation

conduction defect due to LMNA mutation

ORPHA:300751 LMNA

1

SUMOylation

Dilated cardiomyopathy

ORPHA:217604 LMNA

1

SUMOylation

Roberts syndrome

ORPHA:3103

ESCO2

3

Ubiquitination

lung cancer

OMIM:211980

EGFR,ERBB2,MAP2K1

8

Ubiquitination

Fanconi anemia

ORPHA:84

BRCA2,FANCI,SLX4

10

Ubiquitination

Cardiofaciocutaneous syndrome

ORPHA:1340

BRAF,MAP2K1,MAP2K2

4

ADAR,NPAS1,RNASEH2A,RN
Ubiquitination

Aicardi-Goutieres syndrome
X-linked

Ubiquitination

intellectual

ORPHA:51

ASEH2B

15

disability-hypotonia-

movement disorder syndrome

ORPHA:457260 DDX3X

3

Figure Legends
Figure 1. Human PTMs and nsSNVs compiled and details of their crossmatching and PTM types
enriched in disease associated and predicted pathogenic nsSNVs. A. Number of PTMs classified
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by type. B. Number of nsSNVs classified in Orphanet families. Donut charts represent the
percentage of variants predicted pathogenic and involved in diseases. C. Crossmatching between
PTMs and nsSNVs per PTM type. Horizontal colored lines represent the average percentage of all
PTM types to match all, pathogenic and disease-associated nsSNVs. D. Enrichment of pathogenic
and disease causing variants affecting PTM types.
Figure 2. Predicted associations between PTM types and genetic diseases. A. Classification of the
associations based on the current knowledge obtained by means of a literature review. B. Per each
PTM type, we show the number of diseases to which associations have been predicted, classified
using current knowledge. C. Network providing all predicted associations between PTM types and
genetic diseases. Two types of nodes are present: PTM types and diseases, and links represent a
predicted association that is colored according to its current knowledge status.
Figure 3. Assessment of PTM type-disease association in term of PTM occupancy. A. Schema for
the calculation of the Occupancy Score (OS). B. Classification of the associations based on their
OSs. C. Boxplots for: 1) OS distributions in associations annotated as known, having partial
evidences, and novel; 2) for the same classification of the predicted associations: distribution of the
number of nsSNVs associated to the disease and PTMs of the type being studied coinciding in the
proteins annotated as involved in the disease. For the comparisons of these distributions, known
and partial evidences where merged and compared to novels using Wilcoxon rank sum tests.
Figure 4. Associations between PTM types and disease families and phenotypes. A. The PTM
type-disease predicted associations where merged into PTM type-disease families associations
and represented in a network. Nodes are PTM types and disease families, and a edge represent a
the number of predicted associations between the PTM type and disease from a particular family.
PTM types are distributed according to a jaccard index calculated with the families they share.
Connections based on the jaccard index between PTM types are not represented. PTM types are
arranged in clusters designed based on the disease families they share and disease families are
colored according to their connections to clusters. B. Network providing all predicted associations
between PTM types and human phenotypes using Human Ontology Phenotype (HPO) terms. Two
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types of nodes are present: PTM types and HPO terms, and links represent a predicted
association that is colored according to its Occupancy Score.
Figure 5. Prediction of pathogenicity for PTM sites in the context of associations between PTM
types and genetic diseases. A. General schema of the comparison between: 1) the potential
pathogenicity of selected PTM sites by being non affected by disease nsSNVs when the disease
and its type are predicted to be associated (colored in bluish), and 2) reference distribution of the
potential pathogenicity scores of PTM sites of the type but not linked to diseases (colored in
orangey). B. Barplot with the number of PTM sites with pathogenicity predictions per PTM type and
schema of the rps calculation. C-F. Four examples of proteins involved in predicted associations
between PTM types and genetic diseases.
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